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The purpose of RDFPath is to localize information in an RDF graph.
It provides for a general technique to specify paths between two arbitrary
nodes of an RDF graph. An RDFPath expression basically is build upon
the following three constructs:

1. A primary selection selects an initial set of nodes of an given RDF
graph. For example, the query resource('http://mydomain.org')

selects the resource with URI http://mydomain.org. In most cases
the returned objects of a primary selection serve as context objects for
further queries.

2. A location step speci�es a set of nodes which can be reached by 'one
step' from a given context object. A composition of location steps
(seperated by the character /) de�nes a location path. For example, the
query child(dc:creator)/child(vCard:FN) selects all nodes that
could be reached by a composition of dc:creator and vCard:FN arcs
starting at the current context (which should be a resource in this
case).

3. A �lter selects a subset of a given set of objects. For example the �lter
[child(dc:creator) = "Karl Mustermann"] selects all resources of
a given set of nodes that have a dc:creator child whose string repre-
sentation is equal to Karl Mustermann.

There are di�erent types of possible parameters for primary selections and lo-
cation steps. An URI can be expressed by a quali�ed name (e.g. dc:creator)
or in absolute formwithin quotation marks (e.g. 'http://www.myorg.org').
In the former case the implementation of RDFPath has to take care for a
correct namespace binding. In general an RDFPath expression is a compo-
sition of a primary selection and several location steps and �lters.

pselec/locstep1[filter1]/locstep2/locstep3[filter2][filter3]
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An RDFPath query is the evaluation of an RDFPath expression relative
to a given context object. The following list gives an overview over some
available primary selections and location steps.

Primary selections:

� resource(). Selects all resources of an RDF graph. If a URI is given
as a parameter (e.g. resource(rdf:Bag)) the resource named by the
URI is returned.

� literal(). Selects all literals of an RDF graph. If a string is given
as a parameter (e.g. literal('Stefan')) the literal with the given
value is returned.

Locations steps:

� child(). Selects the childs of the context node. The childs are the
target nodes of all arcs starting at the current context. If a URI is
given as a parameter (e.g. child(dc:creator)) only those childs are
returned which can be reached by a dc:creator arc.

� parent(). Selects the parents of the context node. The parents are
the source nodes of all arcs ending at the current context. If a URI is
given as a parameter (e.g. parent(rdf:type)) only those parents are
returned which can be reached by an rdf:type arc.

� element(). Selects the childs of the context node that can be reached
by an rdf: i arc (i 2 N).

� container(). Selects the parents of the context node that have the
current context node as target of an rdf: i arc (i 2 N).

� self(). Selects the current context node.

� property(). Selects the labels (as strings) of arcs starting at the
current context node.

There are several further parameters available for the described location
steps which re�ne their semantics, see [Kokkelink 01] for details. Every
primary selection or location step selects a set of objects relative to the cur-
rent context. In RDFPath �lters are used to re�ne these sets of objects.
For example, the �lter [child(dc:creator)] selects all the nodes of the
current object set that are source of a dc:creator arc. There are several
predicates available, e.g. the equality of strings. Every object in RDF-
Path is supposed to have a string representation. For example, the RDF-
Path query resource()[child(dc:creator)='Karl Mustermann'] selects
all resources that have a dc:creator child whose string representation
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equals Karl Mustermann.

(ToDo: Explain 'powers': rdf:valuef2g=rdf:value/rdf:value ,
rdf:valuef*g=descendants , rdf:valuef2-3g = ranges , rdf:valuef2-*g ) !

The RDF Schema speci�cation [Brickley & Guha 00] de�nes several axioms
for statements that are implicitly contained in an RDF graph. For example,
if A is a subclass of B and a is of type A, then a implicitly is also of type B:

rdfs:subClassOf

rdf:type rdf:type

A B

a

Figure 1: Implicit statements

RDFPath supports these kind of axioms by using the extension operator ^.
For example, the query resource()[child(^rdf:type)=rdf:Bag] selects
all instances (explicit or implicit) of rdf:Bag.

In order to support rapid query creation RDFPath provides for a compact
abbreviated syntax. The follwing table lists the main abbreviations:

Standard Abbreviation

child() *

child(dc:creator) dc:creator

self() .

Examples:

� dc:creator

� dc:creator/vCard:FN

� dc:creator[vCard:FN='Karl Mustermann']

� dc:creator[vCard:FN='Karl Mustermann']/vCard:EMAIL

(ToDo: Provide some examples!) !
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